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Springer Tails
Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue is a volunteer-based 501(c)3 animal welfare organization
dedicated to rescuing and re-homing English Springer Spaniels through
rescue, rehabilitation, training, humane education, and community outreach.

Management Corner: The Shelter Dog Intake Team
LISA NUZZACI, TEAM COORDINATOR

T

he primary purpose of the Shelter Dog Intake Team is to
reach out to animal shelters within MAESSR’s territory if
we learn that a Springer spaniel has been brought in. We
also offer our assistance in placing the dog.
There are many ways we find out about Springers in shelters—
by searching Petfinder daily, responding to emails from MAESSR
volunteers who’ve heard about Springers in local animal shelters, or returning emails or calls from shelters and other rescue
groups about a Springer they’ve taken in.
As Shelter Dog Intake Team Coordinator, as soon as it’s been
confirmed that there is Springer in need, I send an email out
to members of my team asking for a volunteer to contact the
shelter. A specific team member then becomes the sole point
of contact for each Springer in a shelter. This minimizes potential confusion on the part of shelter workers and ensures a
consistent message from MAESSR. Our team member will then
follow that Springer’s progress, whether it’s taken into MAESSR,
adopted from the shelter, or pulled by another rescue.
During our initial contact with a shelter, we introduce ourselves
and make shelter workers aware of MAESSR’s mission. We also
offer any assistance they may need in placing the dog. If they
would like our help, then we request some basic information
about the dog—its age, sex, and shot history. We also want to
know whether it’s been neutered/spayed and whether it came in
as a stray or owner surrender. We also ask whether the Springer
likes other dogs, cats, or children and whether any behavior
testing has been done. Generally, any information shelter workers can give us will help us find an appropriate foster home.
If shelter employees indicate that they can place the dog or
already have several applications for adoption, we leave information with them about MAESSR in case another Springer is
brought to the shelter in the future. Our goal from beginning to

end is the dog’s safety and well-being. We also strive to build relationships with the shelters so they work with us in the future.
Once a Springer from a shelter has entered MAESSR, a team
member sends a write-up and any pictures she has received to
our foster home list. Once a foster home has been selected, the
MAESSR volunteer assigned to the dog will coordinate pick-up
times and dates with shelter personnel and provide all of the
necessary paperwork and information to the person picking up
the dog. Our hard-working team often has to deal with very
tight time constraints, due to overcrowded shelters and rural areas in which dogs have fewer opportunities to find new homes.
The good news is that the volume of Springers in shelters has
decreased substantially over the years! In 2010 we worked on a
little over 200 Springers; in 2015 this number was down to 66.
This is a 66 percent decrease in volume in the last six years.
It also demonstrates that more and more people have heard of
MAESSR and are surrendering their dogs directly to us instead of
taking them to a shelter. Also, the economy has improved and
fewer dogs are being brought to shelters due to financial issues.
If asked for help, we are willing to work with any shelter whether or not it’s located within MAESSR’s territory. Pennsylvania
has consistently had our highest percentage of shelter intakes.
In fact, during 2015, 26 percent of the Springers in shelters
were located in Pennsylvania. Next is Virginia at 21 percent,
then Maryland at 15 percent, New Jersey at 11 percent, and
West Virginia at 9 percent. We also have rescued Springers in six
other states.
I’m very proud of our team’s important work and the sheer number of Springers we’ve saved over the years. I’m especially proud
to be part of such a hard-working, dedicated team of volunteers
that includes Gina Lasky, Eva Van Stratum, Leslie Jacoby, Kate
Glass, Candi Lynn, and Karen Bobic.

Sometimes you don’t need words to feel
better; you just need the nearness of
your dog.

A dog will teach you unconditional love.
If you can have that in your life, things
won’t be too bad.

Natalie Lloyd, A Snicker of Magic

Robert Wagner
www.maessr.org
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Mandy’s Story

Who’s That Volunteer? Lisa Nuzzaci
NANCY HALE

TOM BIGFORD

T

O

his issue’s volunteer is
often the first MAESSR
face the dogs see when
they enter our care. Lisa Nuzzaci is the Shelter Dog Coordinator for our organization. She
handles all the Springers that
are in shelters across the MidAtlantic states we service.

ur first beloved English Springer spaniel, Holly, passed
over the Rainbow Bridge two-and-a-half years ago, having
succumbed to congenital hip dysplasia and various agerelated infirmities. Like many other families who had lost their
best friend, we had decided we wouldn’t get another dog. We
just didn’t want to go through that agony again at our age.

Lisa, who lives in King of
Prussia, Pa., began volunteering with MAESSR in February
2006. Her Springer, Flash,
bought from a breeder in New
Jersey, had a host of medical
LISA NUZZACI
and genetic issues. That led
Lisa to resolve to solely support rescued dogs and rescue organizations in the future. She learned about MAESSR after seeing a
Springer in a shelter, was impressed with the organization, and
decided to volunteer to help other Springers in need.
Lisa began by doing transports, but she quickly added the Shelter Dog Intake Coordinator to her duties. Soon she was asked
to take on the larger role she continues to fulfill. Fortunately,
the volume of shelter dogs coming our way has decreased over
the years, as more people have begun contacting rescue groups
before taking a dog to a shelter.
After Flash passed in 2012, Lisa quickly adopted Pit Bull Sam
from another rescue. He developed prostate cancer and died
very soon after his diagnosis in June 2015. A few weeks later,
King, a middle-aged Shepherd/boxer/Heinz 57 mix came into
Lisa’s life. She describes him as wonderful and fun and just a
love bug.

Six months later, Annie was still crying over the loss of Holly, so
I decided to see what adoptable dogs MAESSR might have. I was
concerned about adopting a young Springer because of our age,
so I started reviewing MAESSR’s senior Springers. Mandy, a blind
senior Springer, stood out and I immediately emailed Debbie,
saying that we wanted to adopt her.
MAESSR foster parents, Mary Raymond and Dave Butler, had
rescued her and immediately began having her eyes treated for
severe infections and cysts that involved her ears, lip folds, and
various other parts of her body.
The day after Christmas 2013, Annie and I eagerly drove from
Williamsburg, Va. to Annapolis, Md., where we would meet Mary
and Dave who were transporting Mandy from Lancaster, Pa. We
had no idea what adopting an 8½-year-old blind dog would
involve. We first met Mandy in the motel’s parking lot, where
she dragged me all over, sniffing out the area. She displayed
a lot of anxiety on the drive home, which her foster parents
thought may have been the result of her lack of sight and the
car’s constant movement.
Mandy was the strongest dog I’d ever tried to handle and she
constantly strained against the leash. Fortunately, I discovered
“front-clip” harnesses where the leash attaches in the front and
above the chest. When Mandy pulled, the front-clip leash forced
her to the right or the left and she immediately quit pulling.

Lisa works full time at AT&T, but spends most of her free time
volunteering with MAESSR and with Main Line Animal Rescue
(MLAR), an all-breed rescue in Chester Springs, Pa. She enjoys traveling and soon will take her next trip with a group of
friends from MLAR hiking in Utah’s National Parks. She also will
spend a day volunteering at Best Friends Animal Sanctuary in
Kanaab, Utah. Reading, walking King, and spending time at the
gym keeping fit fill up her days.

Before Mandy arrived, we padded most of sharp corners and
hard surfaces in our house because we thought her lack of
vision might cause problems. But she surprised us with how
quickly she learned the layout of her new home, and within two
days, she was moving around with a minimum of bumps, even
going up and down the stairs. Unlike most other dogs, Mandy
did not care for and would not play with dog toys, even those
designed for blind dogs with various kinds of noise makers inside. She did enjoy Kong toys filled with peanut butter, but we
had to discontinue those due to her weight gain.

Lisa has lived in the Greater Philly area for 26 years. She is close
to one of the largest shopping malls in the United States and
loves having many great places to walk, hike, shop, and eat!
She is in the northern part of the territory MAESSR serves. Our
organization is so fortunate to have this dedicated volunteer,
who never fails to answer emails asking whether she can help a
dog in need.

The one thing that Mandy loved, besides eating, was a rawhide
chew bone. She would carry her “security-blanket” bone everywhere and insist on taking it to bed (she growled and barked
if you tried to remove it). This was fine except she slept at the
foot of our bed and would start chewing on her bone in the
middle of the night. We eventually solved this problem by buying her extra-hard chew bones that she couldn’t easily devour.

Not every person knows how to love a dog,
but every dog knows how to love a person.

When we adopted Mandy, we received copies of her medical
records that started around age 6½. She had been continuously
treated for severe ear, lip-fold, and assorted skin infections. Six

www.maessr.org
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Dock Diving 101

MEG ROBINSON AND CHARLIE

C

harlie’s first dock dive
was off a boat ramp at
our cottage. I am sure it
didn’t meet any of the requirements for competition, but he
loved it! We spent the rest of
our two weeks at the cottage
practicing on the main dock. It
was a great bonding and training experience for both of us.
Our practice runs were very
informal and simple. He had
to sit and wait until I walked
to the end of the dock. Then,
I would release him and throw
the bumper toy straight out
as soon as he reached my back
leg. After a big splash, he
would get the toy and swim
back to shore to return it
to me, trading it for a treat.
Then, he was ready to go
again. We both had a lot of
fun!
Here are some quick, basic rules for the world of dock diving:
There are two national organizations that hold dock diving
events across the country. The first is North America Diving
Dogs (NADD) and the second is Dock Dogs. Dock Dogs has three
disciplines—Big Air, Speed Retrieve, and Extreme Vertical. NADD
has Dock Diving (distance-based), Air Retrieve, and Vertical.
AKC only titles through NADD.
• Big Air, the canine version of a distance-based long jump, is
measured from the end of the dock to where the dog’s tail set
breaks the water’s surface. This is what I have trained Charlie
on.
• Speed Retrieve, a timed event, involves having the dog
retrieve a toy that’s suspended from a bumper hanging at
the far end of a pool. The dog starts on the dock and can be
released when the signal light turns on. The time clock stops
when the dog pulls the toy from the bracket on which it’s
suspended.
• Extreme Vertical is the dog high jump. In competition, this
starts at four feet, six inches and goes up in two-inch increments. The bumper toy is extended out eight feet from the
end of the dock over the water.
There are basic rules at events and they vary a bit between
NADD and Dock Dogs. Dogs that are on the dock are to wear a
flat collar, and no other types of collars are allowed. Dogs can
wear life jackets. During competition, treats are not allowed on
the dock or in the staging area. Toys that are used for retrieval
must be throwable, floatable, retrievable, and have never been

alive. Recommended toys include a bumper, balls, fowl trainers,
or a Frisbee.
The start line for the dog and human must be in front of the
40-foot line, although the dog’s tail can protrude over that
line. There is a time limit for each jump in competition. Dock
Dogs allows 60 seconds to jump and NADD allows four minutes.
Timing starts when the first team member is on the dock. Dock
Dogs considers a team as one dog and one handler. NADD allows
an additional handler to hold the dog.
Between the two organizations, there are plenty of locations to
try practice events or regular competition.
Here’s the fun stuff—tips for practice and teaching your
Springer or honorary Springer!
A solid sit-stay is a must! Be sure to work on this, but remember you can always have that second person holding your pup in
practice for NADD events. If you use a second person, be sure to
discuss timing. If necessary, do a run-through without the dog.
Don’t throw the toy, or you may have to go swimming.
Build your dog’s confidence when jumping in the water.
Some dogs will to hesitate when jumping into water the first
few times. Not Charlie, however, as he dove right in! Be sure to
keep practice at the dog’s pace and make sure they are com-
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Mandy’s Story

continued from page 2

months after we adopted
Mandy, our vet recommended
she have a lip-fold resection
to close an area around her
mouth that harbored bacteria,
have her teeth cleaned, and
remove several large cysts on
her skin. This surgery was successful.
Over the next three years Mandy’s various ailments would
flair up and then subside,
thanks to various medications.
Her life-long ear infections
finally did heal after frequent
cleaning and the application of
antibiotics.
Nevertheless, Mandy’s skin conditions kept flaring up. She also
became quite lethargic and started getting urinary tract infections. Finally, after two-and-a-half years of fighting various
infections, our vet thought she might have Cushing’s Syndrome
and recommended a special test. He also told us that Cushing’s
often is difficult to diagnose.
When a dog has Cushing’s Syndrome, its body makes too much

of a hormone called cortisol. This chemical helps her respond to
stress, control her weight, fight infections, and keep her blood
sugar levels in check. But too much or too little of cortisol can
cause serious problems and a misdiagnosis could result in the
dog’s death, since treatment involves adjusting the pituitary
gland’s release of cortisol.
Fortunately, our vet had no difficulty determining that Mandy
did, in fact, have Cushing’s Syndrome. He immediately informed
us that with a proper medication, her condition could be
controlled and she should be able to lead a normal life. Within
days of taking her new medication, Mandy’s energy rebounded
and her many skin ailments started clearing. Within a month,
Mandy’s cortisol had returned to its correct range. We are ecstatic and Mandy is as energetic as ever. She’s our special blind,
senior, Velcro-Springer, who gives us lots and lots of love.

New Volunteers

O

LINDA JOHNSTON

ur MAESSR volunteers come from locations that we
service all along the Mid-Atlantic Region, including New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, the District of Columbia, Virginia, Delaware, and West Virginia. We also have volunteers in South Carolina, North Carolina, Arizona, Minnesota,
Alabama, Tennessee, and New York, who, despite their remote
locations, are able to assist our organization in accomplishing
its mission.
If you are interested in learning more about volunteer opportunities, please contact our Volunteer Coordinator, Linda
Johnston, at springerlove@comcast.net, or simply complete
the online volunteer application on our Web site.
Please join us in welcoming the following new volunteers who
recently joined MAESSR.
Mary Brighthaupt • Severna Park, Md. | Tim Dehan • Gettysburg, Pa. | Danielle Duva • Ewing, N.J. | Jayne Vogler • West
Allenhurst, N.J.

www.maessr.org
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Springerfest Season 2016
LINDA SHOPE

A

h, those sweet words—Springerfest season! What wonderful images that brings to mind! Seeing old friends,
meeting new ones (and their MAESSR dogs/fosters/honorary Springers) whose names you have seen on various posts
and Yahoo group forums, the fabulous MAESSR Marketplace,
rescue parade, great food, awesome raffle items/baskets for the
Chinese auctions, Springer games, etc. We are halfway through
Springerfest season already! We typically have four Saturday
picnics each year in different locations and often in state parks.
Richmond and Langhorne are the spring ones (I hope to make it
to Langhorne next year to meet all those folks!) and this year
our two fall picnics are the Jarrettsville, Md. picnic and the
picnic in Colonel Denning Park, Newville, Pa. You won’t want to
miss either one!
Tiffaney Williams is coordinating the Jarrettsville picnic, which
will be held at her parents’ house on September 10. There is a
huge picnic area, fenced-in for off-leash play, and a pool for our
water-loving Springers! Tiffaney’s parents are long-time Springer
owners, although they have cats now. The MAESSR Marketplace
will be there, the epic Chinese auction (the items were awesome
last year, especially Blaise Pugh’s cake), the rescue parade, and
a catered lunch. There will also be a photographer to take professional pictures of our beloved pets/fosters. An email will be
sent out later this summer with sign-up details and fees for the
photo sessions. Registration for the picnic will be posted online
soon under “Events” at www.maessr.org.
Tammy Fisher is coordinating the Colonel Denning Park picnic
on October 9. This beautiful park has a lake, a lovely stream,
and hiking trails. You also can sit and chat with new and old
friends. Tammy is planning an Easter egg hunt for the dogs
which should be a lot of fun. (Hey, some stores do Christmas
in July, so why not an Easter egg hunt in October?) Besides the
usual rescue parade, Chinese auction, microchipping, and dog
games, we will have CGC (Canine Good Citizen) and therapy dog
testing. We will be in a picnic pavilion and lunch will include
BBQ and a Barbie dog (bbq on a hot dog) among other yummy
things. Registration for the picnic should be online soon under
“Events” at www.maessr.org.
Some tips for all of the picnics—Bring plenty of cash/checks/
plastic so you can buy raffle tickets, door prize tickets, and Marketplace items for yourself and your dogs; a bed or blanket for
your pups to lay on; lots of water and snacks for them; towels
if they plan to get wet; and non-alcoholic beverages and a lawn
chair for yourself. If you want to bring your dogs but aren’t sure
how they might do with people or other dogs, you can request a
yellow bandana when you register, which lets others know that
your dog needs space. If your pup is uncomfortable in crowds
and you prefer not to bring him/her, you should still come.
There are always lots of dogs there who will welcome your attention! Some folks bring more than one dog and appreciate those
of us who come “dog-less” and can help them out. And, there
are always lots of things to help out with at the picnic—setup, registration, Marketplace, dog games, raffles, and clean-up.

Many hands make light work!
So, watch the MAESSR website (www.maessr.org) for these two
fall picnics and register to come! You won’t be sorry. These picnics are a blast! Hope to see you there!

Dock Diving 101

continued from page 3

fortable in the water. You don’t want to force them to jump or
push them in, as they may never find the sport fun after that.
You can slowly increase the toy’s distance from the dock while
increasing the dog’s distance from the end of the dock.
Try different toys. If a simple plastic or rubber bumper is not
exciting enough, try a ball, a Frisbee, or Chuck It!, which makes
some great floating toys. Just remember that whatever you use
is going to get wet. Be sure that the toy you use is for dock
diving only. That makes the toy special and the novelty and
excitement won’t fade. (Charlie only gets his bumper when dock
diving, and boy, does he know what that toy means!)
Encourage toy drive. Not all dogs are interested in retrieving a
ball or a toy. This can be encouraged using flirt poles; tug toys,
which work on control and drive; and fun games and activities.
Timing is everything! In competition you only have 60 seconds (or four minutes) to complete a successful jump. This time
flies! Practice throwing the
toy just as soon as your dog
reaches you. Don’t wait too
long or they’ll grab it from you
or hesitate. Throw UP and OUT.
This, and proper timing, will
keep the toy just in front of
your dog and help him achieve
the best distance.
Keep it positive! Keep it fun
and happy for you and your
furry friends! This is about
bonding with your dog and
having fun. Winning competitions is just a bonus!
I know I can’t wait to practice
again with Charlie!
For more information:
North America Diving Dogs: http://northamericadivingdogs.com/
DockDogs: https://dockdogs.com
Local groups:
https://chesapeakedockdogs.dot5hosting.com/
http://www.tidewaterdockdogs.com/
http://www.keystonedockdogs.com/
https://hudsonvalleydockdogs.com/
http://www.delmarvadockdogs.com/

www.maessr.org
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Springerfest2016

Springerfest 2016

Picnic and fun for MAESSR friends,
families, and volunteers

Picnic and fun for MAESSR friends,
families, and volunteers

JARRETTSVILLE, MD

CARLISLE, PA

DATE:

September 10, 2016

DATE:

October 8, 2016

TIME:

10am–4pm

TIME:

10am–4pm

WHERE:

2016Georgianna Court, Jarrettsville, Md.

WHERE:

Colonel Denning Park, Pavilion 1, Newville, Pa.

Picnic admission covers park entrance, pavilion rental, and a
boxed lunch.

Picnic admission covers park entrance, pavilion rental, and a
boxed lunch.

You need to bring non-alcoholic beverages, chairs, and dog
You need to bring non-alcoholic beverages, chairs, and dog
supplies. (e.g., water, treats, leash, and towels if your dog likes
supplies. (e.g., water, treats, leash, and towels if your dog likes
water!) Dogs must be leashed at all times, even when swimming. water!) Dogs must be leashed at all times, even when swimming.
1. Price per person is $10 or $8 for MAESSR volunteers and
their families. Registration in advance is required!

1. Price per person is $10 or $8 for MAESSR volunteers and
their families. Registration in advance is required!

2. Payment can be made via the Marketplace or send a check no 2. Payment can be made via the Marketplace or send a check no
later than September 1 to: MAESSR, P.O. Box 15354, Richlater than October 1 to: MAESSR, P.O. Box 15354, Richmond,
mond, VA 23227.
VA 23227.
3. When registering, please provide your name and names of
guests, names of the dogs you may be bringing, and if adopted from MAESSR, their adoption year.

3. When registering, please provide your name and names of
guests, names of the dogs you may be bringing, and if adopted from MAESSR, their adoption year.

4. A yearly highlight is our Tricky Tray Auction. If you would
4. A yearly highlight is our Tricky Tray Auction. If you would
like to donate an item to add to the auction just let us know.
like to donate an item to add to the auction just let us know.
5. Want to volunteer to help at the picnic? Please let us know— 5. Want to volunteer to help at the picnic? Please let us know—
there are plenty of jobs to be done.
there are plenty of jobs to be done.
6. Deadline for registration (Paypal or mail) is September 1.

6. Deadline for registration (Paypal or mail) is October 1.

7. Questions? Please contact Debbie Lipcsey at Springerfarm@
aol.com.

7. Questions? Please contact Debbie Lipcsey at Springerfarm@
aol.com.

Springerfest Picnic Registration Form
Number
Attending

MAESSR Volunteer/Family
$8.00 pp (list names)

Guests $10.00 pp
(list names)

MAESSR Dogs Attending
and Year Adopted

Total

2016 Georgianna Court, Jarrettsville, Md. • Saturday, September 10

I would love to help at
the picnic!
¦ Jarrettsville, Md.
¦ Newville, Pa.
I can bring an item for
the raffle to:
¦ Jarrettsville, Md.
¦ Newville, Pa.

Colonel Denning Park, Newville, Pa. • Saturday, October 8

I can help onsite at:
¦ Jarrettsville, Md.
¦ Newville, Pa.
Enclose check made payable to MAESSR. Here is my information:
Name:_____________________________________________
E-mail Address: _____________________________________
Phone: ____________________________________________
www.maessr.org

Mail registration form and
payment to:
MAESSR
P.O. Box 15354
Richmond, VA 23227

Put me down to help
with:
¦ set-up
¦ clean-up
¦ registration
¦ however you need
me
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How to Perform the Heimlich Maneuver if Your Dog Is Choking
REPRINT FROM PETMD

M

ost dogs will chew nearly
anything—bones, toys,
shoes, socks, etc. But
would you know what to do if
something became lodged in the
windpipe or stuck on the palate
and your dog began to choke? It’s
important that you do not wait
for veterinary assistance, as the
dog may suffocate.

WHAT TO WATCH FOR
If the dog is suffocating, it will
often panic. A dog may paw at
its mouth if something is lodged,
though this does not necessarily mean it is choking. Another
suspicious sign of choking is an
unresponsive or unconscious dog;
in these cases, check the throat
and mouth for foreign objects.

PRIMARY CAUSE
Almost any small object can
cause choking, though the most
common are hard rubber balls,
lumps of gristle, and chew toys or
sticks that have become swollen
due to moisture.

IMMEDIATE CARE
Be very careful when dealing
with a choking dog, as even calm
animals will panic when they
cannot breathe. Protect yourself
by restraining the dog, but do
not muzzle it.
• Use both hands to open the
mouth, with one hand on the
upper jaw and the other on the
lower.
• Grasping the jaws, press the
lips over the dog’s teeth so
that they are between the
teeth and your fingers.
• Look inside the mouth and
remove the obstruction with
your fingers.
• If you can’t move the object
with your fingers, use a flat
spoon handle to pry it away
from the teeth or roof of the
mouth.
If the dog is still choking and
continued on page 9
www.maessr.org
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Thank you for donating!

“I expect to pass through this world but once; any good thing therefore that I can do, or any kindness that I can show
to any fellow creature, let me do it now; let me not defer or neglect it, for I shall not pass this way again.” — Etienne de Grellet
MAESSR would like to acknowledge the generous support of our donors. We are deeply grateful for the generosity of our MAESSR
family. Your donations are essential to ensuring the continuation of our mission to rescue and re-home English Springer Spaniels.

Monthly Subscription
Donations
Lisa Nuzzaci
Linda Johnston
William and Melissa
Campbell
Rolf Rykken
Candace Clunan
Rebecca Zullo
Ilonka Dazevedo
Lisa Dai Venker
Nancy Barrett

General Donations
JANUARY
Michael Tormey
Patricia M. Brady
Judith Bennett
Dennis and Linda
Flickinger
Cheri and Mike Wraybell
Robert Berry
Andrea and Larry Austin
Katherine C. Tobin
Cheryl Bishop
Mary Riley
Judy l. Chesser
Daniel S. Wilson
Charles and Patricia

Stanglein Veterinary Clinic
David and Connie Gahman
Frederic and Cynda Zuch
Sharon Corrigan and
Michelle Eschborn
Danielle Duva
Elizabeth Seybolt
Bette McAdoo
Barbara Breeden
Martha Simon
Douglas Tribull
Joanne Elliott
Richard Murray
Pamela Maurer
Susan Steenrod
FEBRUARY
Amy Bloom
Helen Tedder
Cynthia and David
Robinson
Wendy Mueller
Rich and Tara Sollman
John and Danielle Armano
Mark Wainwright
Barbara Hildebrant and
Regan Vercruysse
Martha Simon
Patricia Lynch
Carrie and Robert O’Brien
Margaret Beisel

Sherry Miskey
Emily Brown
Catherine and Douglas
McMillan
Craig Moore
Timothy Dehan
Edward D. McCourt
Joel and Janice Kravitz
Debra Sidman
Ryan Lewis
Robert Gifford
Nancy Barrett
Danielle Duva
William Retz
MARCH
Esperanza Quintanilla
Jacqueline Bielski
John and Charlotte
McGarry
John and Pat Alberta
Katharine and Lee Cormie
Barb Moyer
Eleanore Christiansen
Donna Stone
Patti and Michael Kuhn
Melinda Neidermyer
Cynthia Randall and Paul
Albrecht
D.E. Williams
Helen S. Harrill

How to Perform the Heimlich Maneuver
you can’t see anything in the mouth, or the dog has fallen unconscious, follow these guidelines.

Nancy Stands Adams
Elizabeth Murphy
Lynette and Christopher
Stone
Barbara Donovan
Clifford Albertson

Donations in Memory
of
Cynda Zuch—Nancy
Shoemaker
Jody and Jim Reitzes—
Sophie
John and Deborah
Gallagher—Cassie
Fran Fisher—Selene
Carole Diorisio—Maverick
Barbara Breeden—Kerry
Robert and Patricia
Guglielmi—Cosmo
(MAESSR Mojo II)
Liza Shepeleva—Petey the
Peanut
Katrina Boverman—Rascal
and Peggy Boverman
Linda and John Cannon—
Lucy
Vicki Phillips—Farley
Annicelli

Vicki Phillips—Kathleen
Bolster Glass

Donations in Honor of
Judith Bennett—Eva Van
Stratum
Jay and Frances Fisher—
Debbie Lipcsey
Barry and Isabelle Chewning—Tara and Spencer
birthdays
Barbra H. Breeden—
Archie, Rudy, and Molly
Tracy G. Hanning—
Pepper 8
Claire C. Kaugars—Bill and
Debbie Lipcsey
Thomas and Lisa
Radomile—Raven
Sharon Boyd—Jessie,
Rusty, Skipper, Buster,
Holly, Beau, Casey, and
General Finegan
Louise M. Sterrett—Mr.
and Mrs. Barry Chewning
Andrea and Larry Austin—
Jed and Molly
Robert Fritz, M.D.—Clara
Lauren Lavine—Tucker
Weinstein

continued from page 8

finger. If the dog required artificial respiration or CPR, seek immediate veterinary attention.

VETERINARY CARE

For a SMALL Dog
Pick the dog up by its thighs and gently shake and swing it. If his
condition does not improve, apply forward pressure to the abdomen
just behind the ribcage.

For a LARGE Dog
Do not try to pick up, shake, or swing a large dog; you’re more likely
to do further damage due to the animal’s size. Instead, perform the
equivalent of the Heimlich maneuver:
• If the dog is standing, put your arms around her belly, joining your
hands. Make a fist and push firmly up and forward, just behind the
rib cage. Place the dog on his side afterward.
• If the dog is lying down, place one hand on the back for support and
use the other hand to squeeze the abdomen upwards and forwards.
• Check the dog’s mouth and with your fingers remove any objects
that may have been dislodged.
Note that the object might be quite a way back towards the throat,
so you might have to hunt around and hook it out with your index

It is likely objects stuck in the throat have caused damage. Depending on the length of time the dog was without oxygen and the damage to the throat, the dog may require hospitalization for a few days.
In some cases, bronchoscopy (whereby a small camera is inserted
into the windpipe to visualize and remove the foreign body) may be
recommended.
Although this may just be minor scratching, it is still important that
a veterinarian examine the dog for potential problems. Sometimes
foreign bodies stuck in the esophagus, such as bones, can cause respiratory distress and mimic choking.

PREVENTION
The best way to prevent choking is to treat your dog as you would
a small child. Although it’s almost impossible to stop them putting
things in their mouth, you should always be present and keep an eye
on what they’re chewing. Avoid moisture-swollen chew toys or sticks,
and cut up large chunks of food, especially gristle. T-bones are also
known to cause choking when given to dogs.

www.maessr.org
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Frosty Does It … for the Love of the Dog!
CANDI LYNN

F

rosty’s journey in life began March 26, 2007, as a product of an “oopsy” litter! Frosty and her littermates found
themselves in a shelter. To their rescue came Mid-Atlantic
English Springer Spaniel Rescue’s wings of love. Frosty, while in
foster care, made her mind up that she was never leaving, hence
Frosty was adopted! Throughout the years, Frosty attended
several MAESSR events and picnics. Thankful for being rescued
and finding her own forever home, Frosty wanted to “pay it
forward” to the rescues and shelters and collected donations to
assist those who care for the homeless animals. In 2009, Frosty’s
Christmas Donation Drive for Rescues and Shelters was founded.
(Frosty is on Facebook!) Frosty has traveled to several shelters
and rescues to deliver her donated items.

Outside of collecting donations, Frosty enjoys spending time
with her family, going on walks, car rides, and snuggling with
her mom. Swimming is Frosty’s utmost favorite activity, and
takes advantage of the river when she can! Frosty knows many
commands and hand signals. She will use what she knows when
it comes to getting a tasty treat! Frosty is a friendly, lovable
Springer—a joy to her family with her antics, and simply one
great dog!
Frosty believes all homeless dogs and cats deserve a loving
home. She will continue her mission in collecting donations,
promoting adoption, spaying and neutering, and by sharing her
love far and wide! All is done—for the love of the dog!

www.maessr.org
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Score Points for Springers!
Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue
Fourth Annual Williamsburg Golf Classic
Saturday, October 1, 2016
-REGISTRATION FEES-

Individual $75
Teams $300
SPECIAL OFFER!
Hole sponsor plus team —

$420

Registration begins at 8a.m.
Shotgun start at 9 a.m.
Captain’s Choice
Registration fee includes
Green Fees, Cart, Practice Balls,
Lunch, Opportunities to Win Prizes

Kiskiack Golf Club
8104 Club Drive
Williamsburg, VA 23188
(757) 566-2200
Make check payable to:

MAESSR
c/o John Keegan
104 South Cove Ct.
Williamsburg, VA 23188
For more information, please call
John Keegan 757-869-3049
Beryl Keegan 757-869-3219
Rick Larner
757-645-7369
www.maessr.org

Mid-Atlantic English Springer Spaniel Rescue
P.O. Box 15354
Richmond, VA 23227
info@maessr.org
(301)362-0423

MAESSR President – president@maessr.org
Vice President – vicepresident@maessr.org
Adoptions Coordinator – adoptioncoordinator@maessr.org
Senior Dogs Coordinator – seniors@maessr.org
Fundraising Coordinator – fundraising@maessr.org
Newsletter Editor – newsletter@maessr.org
Dog Intake/Foster Home Coordinator – foster@maessr.org
Transport Coordinator – transport@maessr.org
Volunteer Coordinator – volunteers@maessr.org
Shelter Dog Coordinator – shelterdog@maessr.org
Owner Relinquishment Coordinator – relinquish@maessr.org

A super Springer Summer • MAESSR Marketplace
HOW MANY

ITEM
Maggie Moose Tracks by Mari Campbell
Books plus stuffed 16” Springer

Handmade
Summertime
Ornaments
		
		

On a paddleboard
Springers in a raft
Two Springers in a MAESSR
rescue boat
MAESSR rescue ring

Party Animal
Prints—Springer
Summertime!
		
		
		

Lake Dog
Paws for Claws
Paws for Lobsters
Reel Best Friend
Surf’s Up
Sunset

Pooch Pads Waterproof Dog Bed Liner
(30”x32”)		
			
Springer Spaniel Pencil Cup
			
			
Phone # _____________________________________

DESCRIPTION/CIRCLE CHOICE
3 books (A Springer puppy’s adventures in the woods)

PRICE
$46.00

A Springer with moose antlers

$64.00

NEW! Paddleboarding pooch
Black/White
Liver/White
Black/White
Liver/White
One Each

$25.00
$19.00
$28.00

Black/White

Liver/White

$25.00

Springers in a row boat
Springers having a crab fest
Springers having a lobster fest
Springer catches a fish
Our best dog on a surfboard
Wine, beach, sunset, Springers

$41.20
$41.20
$41.20
$41.20
$41.20
$41.20

Odor-inhibiting layering fabric eliminates odors.
Reusable and guaranteed for 300 washes.
Environmentally friendly.

$25.00

Spring into action and liven up your work space
with this sweet Springer spaniel pottery. Can be used
as a pencil holder or can hold a small desk plant.

$14.00

E-mail Address ______________________________________

Ship To: _________________________________________________________________________________________
All prices include shipping/postage costs. Please enclose this slip with your check made payable to MAESSR.
Mail to:
MAESSR, P.O. Box 15354, Richmond, VA 23227

TOTAL

TOTAL

